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Er zit een gat in de soep is the second album by Puin + Hoop to be released on Narrominded
On their previous album Door the group explored the outlands of improvised music, post industrial drone
and panoramic synthscapes. Er zit een gat in de soep is a continuation of this trip, but the trio of Roald
van Dillewijn, Remco Verhoef and Erik Uittenbogaard have honed their sound to something more focused
and minimal than before. This time they add hints of krautrock, kosmische muzik and classic ambient
techno to the mix. The result is an intriguing and glowing album.
The material on Er zit een gat in de soep originates from experimenting with a new live recording setup
for a concert in Amersfoort. The recordings of the actual gig failed, but the test takes turned out great and
were worthy of release. There were some problems with the positioning of the different channels inside
the stereo environment so these recordings were abandoned by the group for quite a while, but all the
time, in the back of their minds they were playing with the idea of giving these sessions proper a release.
The album title translates to There is a hole in the soup. There is no particular significance to it other
than ‘it seems to fit the music’ as the group states.
With Er zit een gat in de soep Puin + Hoop continue their trademark line of handmade packagings. They
have been cutting, pasting, painting, sawing and hammering away on the sleeves for their releases since
their early self released cdrs. For their releases on Narrominded the group decided to keep with this
tradition.
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Narrominded is a Dutch record label. Since 2000 we release vinyl, cd’s and digital downloads by rock
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